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ABSTRACT: Design for additive manufacturing (DFAM) provides design freedom for creating 
complex geometries and guides designers to consider manufacturing constraints during product 
design. However, DFAM is still developing to formalize and structure design guidelines for additive 
manufacturing. Therefore, this paper presents a DFAM knowledge base that contains a wide range 
of information including design features, manufacturing features, and parameters. The knowledge 
base is formalized by web ontology language (OWL) and is called as DFAM ontology in this study. 
The manufacturing feature concept is defined to link part design to AM process parameters. Since 
manufacturing features contain information on AM constraints, the DFAM ontology contributes to 
analyzing manufacturability of design features according to AM processes.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a promising revolutionary technology providing incredible design 
potential including complex geometry, multi-functionality, and multi-material (Gibson et al., 2010). 
To take advantage of AM processes, design for additive manufacturing (DFAM) has been 
introduced. DFAM requires a wide range of information on design, AM processes, and AM target 
goals like minimizing costs. In this respect, the wide variety of AM processes, materials, and 
machines causes challenges for designers who want to design parts by considering specific design 
constraints that are derived from AM machines and machine-material combinations. Accordingly, a 
knowledge repository is required to support these designers and share DFAM knowledge. This study 
proposes a knowledge base which is a DFAM ontology to store design knowledge based on 
primitives, which are design features and design, material, and process parameters (Jee & Witherell, 
2017; Mani et al., 2017), and to support queries of information that designers want to consider. 
While building the knowledge base, we focus on linking part design to process parameters for 
leveraging specific AM technologies. In this study, the knowledge base is represented by Web 
Ontology Language (OWL) that consists of taxonomies and classification networks. The use of 
OWL enables representing rapidly evolving knowledge with a formal structure that helps search and 
reuse information (Eddy et al., 2015). Additionally, the OWL models are both human-readable and 
computable for reusability of current information as well as upgradability for future information. 
We used the Protégé tool to build the knowledge base.  

DFAM ONTOLOGY 

In the field of product design, previous studies have mainly focused on improving functionality and 
performance by consolidating parts and optimizing the topology of parts (Chu et al., 2008; Yang et 
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al., 2015). Complex and functional structures like lattice structures have been considered to leverage 
advantages of AM processes. However, these previous studies have less explained the best way to 
print the complex structures by AM processes. On the other hand, previous studies about AM process 
planning have contributed to improving manufacturing quality by optimizing process parameters 
(Yan et al., 2017). The goals of parameter optimizations were to enhance melt pool quality, heat 
distribution, the accuracy of printed parts, and surface quality. Geometric performance of AM 
processes according to machine-material combination was identified by benchmark studies 
(Rebaioli & Fassi, 2017). However, these studies have been less considered to introduce mapping 
between design features and process parameters. Therefore, both design information and process 
planning should be considered simultaneously to leverage the advantages of AM technologies.  
 
To address this gap, we applied OWL ontology to build a knowledge base. The ontology can define 
and show specific relationships between design and process planning information. Furthermore, the 
ontology can instantiate current and future DFAM knowledge in digital format. To build a 
knowledge base by the ontology, we used the terminology of the ASTM 52900 standard 
(International Organization for Standardization, 2015) to reuse expert knowledge and minimize 
misunderstanding of the terminology. We followed the below process to create the DFAM ontology 
after identifying the scope of contents and objectives of the ontology (Dinar & Rosen, 2017). The 
target ontology should capture manufacturing features to connect design information including 
design features and design parameters with process planning information including process and 
material parameters.   

(1) Enumerate classes (e.g., “DesignFeature”, “ManufacturingFeature”, “Process”) 
(2) Define subclasses of each class 
(3) Define object properties and data properties 
(4) Populate with instances 

The DFAM ontology was built by the Protégé tool with description logics that were created to 
represent knowledge in the semantic network by formal logic (Dinar & Rosen, 2017). An overview 
of the DFAM ontology structure is shown in Figure 1. First, four main classes were identified: design 
features, design parameters, manufacturing features, and process and material parameters. Second, 
subclasses of each class were defined. Elements of the design features were identified to indicate 
various features of a part, such as form and surface features. Design parameters were also identified 
to provide specific geometric information of each design feature, such as feature orientation and 
dimension. Manufacturing features were defined as features that were generated when evaluating 
design features from the viewpoint of AM processes, for example, overhang and thin features. While 
mapping between design features and manufacturing features, ranges of values of design parameters 
for design features indicate manufacturing features as shown in Figure 1. As an example, when a 
design feature with a hole has build-orientation angle and hole diameter that are over a machine-
specific threshold, the design feature is considered to be an overhang feature requiring a support 
structure. It can extend to analyze manufacturability of design features. In terms of the relationship 
between manufacturing features and process planning, manufacturing features contain AM 
constraints that are derived from process planning. Accordingly, when the AM constraints are 
updated according to material characteristics and new technology introduction, design criteria of the 
manufacturing features will be updated to guide designers. Ranges of AM constraints for 
manufacturing features and types of process parameters were developed based on powder bed fusion 
with metal in this study. Third, two types of properties were defined to describe these relationships: 
object properties for connecting between classes and between instances, and data properties for 
linking instances to data values. Active or passive verbs define the relationships. Fourth, instances, 
which are objects in classes, were identified and populated.  
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